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Abstract
Few studies have explored prepregnancy diet and its relationship with
pregnancy outcomes. The objectives of
this study were to: (1) derive prepregnancy dietary patterns for women
enrolled in a prospective cohort in the
province of Alberta, Canada; (2) describe
associations between dietary patterns
and socio-demographic characteristics;
and (3) describe associations between
dietary patterns and pregnancy
complications. Upon enrolment into the
Alberta Pregnancy Outcomes and
Nutrition (APrON) study (median age of
gestation, 17 weeks), women (n = 1545)
completed a validated 142-item food
frequency questionnaire recording food
and beverages consumed “in the 12
months prior to pregnancy”. Other
assessments included pre-pregnancy
body mass index (BMI), gestational
weight gain, gestational hypertension,

gestational diabetes, and
socio-demographic characteristics.
Dietary patterns were derived using
principal components analysis. Scores
were calculated to represent adherence
with each dietary pattern retained. Four
dietary patterns were retained,
accounting for 22.9% of the variation in
the overall diet. Dietary patterns were
named the “healthy”, “meat and refined
carbohydrate”, “beans, cheese and
salad” or “tea and coffee” patterns.
Higher “healthy” pattern scores prior to
pregnancy were associated with lower
odds of developing gestational
hypertension during pregnancy (adjusted
Odds Ratio (OR): 0.6, 95% Confidence
Intervals (CI): 0.4, 0.9). Diet prior to
pregnancy is an important target for
interventions and may reduce the
likelihood of developing complications
such as gestational hypertension during
pregnancy.
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